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Abstract— Presently, cloud providers offer “off-the-shelf” Service
Level Agreements (SLA), on a “take it or leave it” basis. This
paper, alternatively, proposes customized SLAs. An automated
negotiation is needed to establish customized SLAs between
service providers and consumers with no previous knowledge of
each other. Traditional negotiations between humans are often
fraught with difficulty. Thus, in this work, the use of intelligent
agents to represent cloud providers and consumers is advocated.
Rubinstein’s Alternating Offers Protocol offers a suitable
technical solution for this challenging problem. The purpose of
this paper is to apply the state-of-the-art in negotiation
automated algorithms/agents within a described Cloud
Computing SLA framework, and to evaluate the most
appropriate negotiation approach based on many criteria.
Keywords; Automated Negotiation; Cloud computing; Service
Level Agreements (SLA) management; intelligent agents.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, Cloud computing promises a new model of delivering
computing resources with a lot of flexibility. The computing
technologies can be delivered as Software as a Service (SaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) or Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). Cloud computing is defined as “a large pool of easily
usable and accessible virtualized resources. This pool of
resources is typically exploited within a pay-per-use model:
Guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure provider by means
of “customized SLAs” [1]. There are, however, only a
relatively small number of cloud providers in the cloud
computer market and all of them offer solely “off-the-shelf”
Service Level Agreements (“take it or leave it”). Introducing
customized SLAs to the cloud market would offer customers
and providers, added benefits. Customized SLAs can only be
established by negotiation. The negotiation needs to be
automated to handle the dynamic and complex environment of
cloud computing. In this work rational agents will handle the
automated negotiation.
A rational agent can be defined as one that is expected to be
self-interested in order to reach an agreement, resulting in a
high utility for the agent. The term utility refers to the quality
of being useful and it is a numeric value, which measures the
satisfaction of the state for an agent (i.e. the negotiation
outcome). Utility functions are a way of representing an
agent’s preferences. The ultimate goal of each agent is to
maximize its utility. When two utility-based agents try to
maximize their utility in the negotiation process, there often
occurs a conflict, and it may be difficult to reach agreement.
Game theory may be used at this point to analyze interactions

between competing agents and evaluate if cooperation would
improve the outcomes for both agents. Game theory is a
mathematical theory that studies interactions among selfinterested agents [2]. Negotiation can be seen as a game, where
two agents try to come to an agreement. Each agent is assumed
to have a fixed preference over all possible deals. Both agents
face the problem, of trying to maximize their utility function.
This has led to a focus on automated negotiation. This interest
has increased by the promise offered by intelligent agents being
able to negotiate on behalf of human negotiators, or even to
outperform them. As Thompson [3] pointed out, there are
many problems with negotiation between humans. Firstly,
negotiation, between humans, is quite slow, and is further
complicated by issues of culture, ego and discrimination.
Moreover, people are irrational when they make decisions,
because emotions play a big role in the decision making
process, evidence of this is provided in Prospect Theory [4].
In this work, a framework is proposed for achieving automated
SLA negotiation between providers and consumers for cloud
computing resources. In this work, the main original technical
elements of the proposal are inside the negotiation stage. Also
In this work, we proposed our agent Wise-H-T. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related
work; in Section 3 the Framework is introduced. Section 4
looks at the negotiation algorithms. Section 5 presents
negotiation scenarios. Section 6 discusses negotiation
experiments. Section 7 introduces a discussion about the
experiments and the agents’ evaluation, and in Section 8 the
main contributions and possible future development of this
work are discussed as a conclusion.
II.

RELATED WORK

There are some existing negotiation frameworks and
negotiation support systems already developed: OPELIX [5] is
an European project that allows a customer and provider to
complete fully automated bilateral negotiations. OPELIX
implements all the important phases of a business operation,
including product offers and discovery, a negotiation process,
payment activities, and the delivery of the product to the
customer. Projects Inspire [6] and Aspire [7] are associated
developments. Inspire [6] helps human operators in managing
bilateral negotiations by organizing offers and counter-offers.
Aspire [7] improves upon Inspire by giving negotiation support
using intelligent agents to make suggestions to negotiators.
Agents in Aspire do not completely run the negotiation
process, but offer help in taking decisions. Though, they are

fully aware of the status of the negotiation sessions. Kasbah [8]
allows a customer and a provider to generate their own agents,
assign them some strategic directions, and launch them at a
centralized marketplace for negotiations. CAAT [9] is a
framework that can be used to design multi-agent systems for
bilateral negotiations. The negotiation protocol allows valid
series of interactions using messages. Gheorghe et al. presented
a work in [10] suggesting to using automated and intelligent
negotiation solutions for reaching an SLA for an open
competitive computational grid. However, SLA negotiations in
grids are completely different from cloud computing
negotiations. The SLA negotiations in cloud are more complex:
In grid computing, negotiations will be between users that
would like to use the same resource. On the other hand, in
cloud computing, there are many providers that compete for a
customer whilst the customer is looking for the best deal by
negotiating with many providers. Also, the offer and demand
in the cloud market play a major role in choosing a negotiations
strategy.
The Negotiation frameworks and Negotiation Support Systems
(NSS) presented above certainly make interesting advances
towards automated negotiation; however they are not generic
and flexible enough to easily customize negotiations for
individual application domains. In addition, there are a number
of issues that the above-mentioned works largely ignore which
will be discussed and addressed herein. These include: The
dynamic nature and heterogeneity of cloud computing. Each
participant (provider and customer) has different preferences.
The above works assume that price is the only or most
important issue for the customer. Each participant (provider
and customer) can build their agent or select one of the agents
provided. Each agent behaves differently according to
strategy.
Also, the following features are not
supported by above works; Supporting multi-issue negotiation
with a large domain (hundreds of thousands possible
outcomes), The possibility of negotiating with multiproviders, To be open for new agents, The possibility of renegotiating and Monitoring the SLA after the negotiation has
completed. In this paper we propose a solution which satisfies
these requirements more fully.
III.

FRAMEWORK

The framework is made up of 5 stages; the output of each stage
is an essential input for the next stage:
Stage 1: Gathering
In this stage all the inputs for the framework will be gathered
together. The inputs will be a customer’s request and a
provider’s offer, the policy of the negotiation’s strategy, the
negotiation’s preferences, the price policy, the monitoring rules
and policies, the real-time monitoring results and the
monitoring alerts. All the inputs will be saved in an accessible
database.
Stage 2: Filtering
In this stage, the customer requests that have been sent in the
gathering stage will be used to filter all the providers in order to
recommend the best matched candidates. The customer’s
request can include the detailed criteria of the demanded cloud

computing service. The output of this stage will be the
candidate providers, with whom the customer will be
negotiating separately.
Stage 3: Negotiation
In this stage the customer will negotiate separately with each
candidate provider. Then, the outcomes of each session of the
negotiation will be compared. The output of this stage is that
the best outcome from the customer’s perspective will be
picked up, which will be the agreed value for each parameter.
Stage 4: SLA Agreement.
In this stage the provider and the customer will be informed
about the Agreement, which will be specified in measurable
terms. The output of the SLA Agreement stage will be a list of
metrics that can be monitored in the following stage.
Stage 5: Monitoring.
This stage will use a monitoring client to gather the real-time
data to ensure the SLA is enforced. Based on the monitoring
rules and policies, actions will be taken to correct the cloud
computing provision if the provided fails to respect the SLA.
In this paper we present how stage 3 (Negotiation) works, and
the benefit of our approach; the next section will introduce the
negotiation protocol and the algorithms.
IV.

NEGOTIATION PROTOCOL AND ALGORITHMS

The negotiation protocol is needed to determine the overall
order of actions during a negotiation. In this work a Protocol
known as Rubinstein's Alternating Offers Protocol, or
Rubinstein bargaining model, will be used as formalized in
[11].The strong motivation behind chosen this protocol are;
First, the simplicity of this protocol. Second, it is been widely
studied and used in the literature [12]. Third, In Rubinstein's
Alternating Offers Protocol, there is no delay in the transaction.
This protocol is a one-to-one protocol (Agent-to-Agent):
Agents negotiate over a series of rounds. At the first round, an
agent makes an offer then the other agent either accepts or
rejects it. If the offer is accepted, the deal is implemented
(Agreement). If the offer is not accepted, then the negotiation
keeps going until one agent accepts the other offer, or the
negotiation times out without agreement.
Now, after determining the protocol of negotiation, it is
necessary to discuss the negotiators. The provider and customer
will negotiate over a set of issues, and every issue has an
associated range of alternatives or values. A negotiation
outcome consists of a mapping of every issue to a value, and
the set of all possible outcomes is called the negotiation
domain. Both parties have privately-known preferences
described by their utility functions. Both utility functions, map
every possible outcome
to a real-valued number in the
range
, where
is the outcome and
is the domain.
The overall utility consists of a weighted sum of the utility for
each individual issue.
,
A bid is a set of chosen values
for each of the n issues.
Each of these values has been assigned an evaluation value

in the utility space. The utility is the weighted sum of
the normalized evaluation values. While the domain (i.e. the set
of outcomes) is common knowledge, the utility function of
each player is private information. This means that the players
do not have access to the utility function of the opponent.
However, the player can attempt to learn it during the
negotiation. Agents represent the negotiators (provider and
customer). Each agent has a different strategy of negotiating.
The ideal agent needs to be able to learn the opponent
behaviour from its moves and predict the opponent’s next
moves. In this way the agent can then decide when to make a
cooperative offer or a selfish offer; when to accept the
opponent’s offer; when to end the negotiation without
agreement; keep track of the remaining time in the negotiation
session; or estimate the Nash-Equilibrium point [13].
Each agent follows a completely different approach to perform
each of these actions. In this work, we will analyze and
compare how seven different agents will follow different kinds
of strategies to perform each of above actions, and their
outcomes in negotiation agreement. The agents are informally
termed HardHeaded, Tit-for-Tat, Hardliner, IAMhaggler,
Gahboninho , AgentFSEGA and WiseH-T.
A.

HardHeaded

The HardHeaded agent [14] starts each negotiation session by
computing the utility for all possible bids. Then it stores them
in a search tree (i.e. binary tree data structure) for fast recovery.
This agent uses a learning module. The target of the learning
module is to learn the utility value and the weights of the
opposing agent [14]. To study the opposing agent, this agent
makes two assumptions about the opponent; it first assumes
that the opponent restricts the bids with a limited utility range.
The second assumption is that the opponent does not prefer to
be offered the same bid over and over again. HardHeaded’s
learning function is “a greedy reinforcement learning function”
[14]. This learning function keeps updating the issue weights
and value utilities of the preference profile immediately after
each bid. At the same time this learning function will always
try to identify the most valuable bid, and the least valuable bid
for the opponent, so it can offer a bid which is most likely to be
accepted when the negotiating session is about to end [14].
B. Tit-for-Tat
This agent’s strategy is based on the principle of Tit-for-Tat (tft)
[15]. In Tit-for-Tat strategy, the first move is always a
cooperative move and then keeps mirroring whatever the other
player did in the previous round [15]. This agent plays a titfor-tat strategy with respect to its own utility. In the beginning,
this agent will cooperate, and then respond to the opponent’s
previous action, while aiming for the Nash point of the
negotiation scenario [16]. After every opponent’s move, this
agent will update its Bayesian opponent model to make sure it
reacts with a beneficial move to a concession by the opponent
[16]. This opponent model will help the agent to measure the
opponent’s concession in terms of the agent’s own utility
function; mirror this bid as described in the tft strategy above,
giving up the same amount as is offered by the opponent or
make the offer as attractive as possible for the opponent using

the Bayesian opponent model [16]. In addition, the opponent
model is used by this agent to make an estimate of the location
of the Nash point of the negotiation scenario, and then aims for
this outcome [16].
C. Hardliner
Hardliner [16] is a very selfish and stubborn agent that keeps
repeating the same offer, which is only good for itself,
expecting the opponent to give up and accept the offer at the
end. Its approach to negotiation is known as “take-it-or-leaveit” strategy, which is similar to current “off-the-shelf” SLAs.
This strategy makes a bid of maximum utility for itself and
never concedes. This is the most competitive strategy that can
be used. This agent is deterministic. It will give the opponent
the full negotiation time to make concessions and accept its
offer. This agent is analyzed, as it represents the present cloud
providers approach to negotiation e.g. Amazon ES2, Google
Compute Engine and Microsoft Azure, since they only propose
take-it-or-leave-it cloud packages for the market.
D. IAMhaggler
This agent involves three parts; the first part predicts the
concession of the opponent by using a Gaussian process
regression technique [17]. The second part sets the concession
rate in such way that it optimizes the expected utility given that
prediction. The third part generates a multi-issue offer
according to the concession rate [18]. This agent first has to
predict how the opponent will concede during the negotiation,
only by using the information that can be observed (the
opponent’s offers and the utility of these offers according to the
agent’s own utility function). This agent uses the strategy of the
opponent’s future concession prediction, to set its concession
rate by optimizing the expected utility given to that prediction.
After selecting a target utility, this strategy needs to make an
offer that has a utility close to that target [17].
E. Gahboninho
This agent starts the negotiation with a no-compromising
strategy in an attempt to put pressure on the opponent. During
the negotiation, the agent observes the opponent’s behavior.
This agent strategy is that when the opponent attempts to
propose a realistic and compromising offer, there is no need to
compromise, as it is not going to make the opponent bid a
better offer. At the same time, this agent may also model the
opponent’s preferences. In contrast, if the opponent will not
compromise whatsoever, this agent will avoid deadlock and
give up its utility in accordance with the pressure. As the
pressure increases the agent may give up its utility quicker, but
would never go lower than the utility of the best offer that is
suggested by the opponent. Once the agent has gathered a
sufficient amount of information about the opponent’s
preferences, it will attempt to filter the domain (i.e. all possible
outcomes) of most of the inefficient outcomes, in order to make
sure that the critical bids, which are usually the last rounds, are
effective [19]. This agent may seem to be a greedy agent but it
can avoid break-offs when facing uncompromising opponents.
However, this agent’s success also relies on the cooperation of
opponent [19].

G. Wise H-T (W H-T)
The Bidding Opponent Acceptance (BOA) framework [21] is
used to form our agent Wise H-T. The BOA negotiation agent
architecture allows researchers to re-use existing components
from other BOA agents. The BOA agent can be made of four
different modules: one module that decides whether the
opponent’s bid is acceptable (acceptance strategy); one that
decides which set of bids could be proposed next (bidding
strategy); one that tries to guess the opponent’s preferences
(opponent model), and finally a component which specifies
how the opponent model is used to select a bid for the
opponent (opponent model strategy). The overall negotiation
strategy is a result of the interaction between these components
[21]. The advantages of separating the negotiation strategy into
four components are: first, it allows study of the performance
of individual components; second, it allows a systematic
exploration of the space of possible negotiation strategies; third,
the re-use of existing components simplifies the creation of
new negotiation strategies [21]. Wise H-T is made from the
bidding strategy from HardHeaded and the acceptance strategy
from Tit-for-Tat. The opponent model is the opposite model.
The input of the opponent model is a set of possible bids and
negotiation trace. The output is the estimated opponent utility
of a set of bids
V.

SCENARIO REPRESENTATION

Each of the following agents; AgentFSEGA, Gahboninho,
HardHeaded, Tit-for-Tat Agent, IAMhaggler, and Wise H-T
will negotiate against a baseline that is composed of the
following agents (Hardliner, Gahboninho, HardHeaded, Titfor-Tat Agent and IAMhaggler).
There are two criteria that will be taken into account, in order
to evaluate each agent. First, is the performance and the second
one is the fairness. Performance is the sum of the all utilities
the agent has while negotiating with the other agents. The agent
with the highest number means that the agent has the best
performance:

Where
is the number of the agents and
is the utility of
the agent. The Performance is measured between 0 and 1.

Fairness is formally defined as:

Where
is the number of the agents and
is the utility of
the agent and
is the utility of the opponent. The Fairness
is measured between 0 and 1. The agent with the highest
number means that the agent has the best fairness. The Fairness
is measured between 0 and 1.
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TABLE 1 STORAGE AS A SERVICE CRITERIA
Value

Weight

TABLE I.
Issue

Customer
Evaluation

F. AgentFSEGA
This agent is a Bayesian learning agent [20]; the Bayesian
learning negotiation strategy is adapted to cope with time
constraints. Also, the Bayesian learning during the negotiation,
will try to infer the utility function of the other player by
executing two actions; Firstly, analyzing the incoming
opponent’s proposal and updating the opponent’s profile.
Secondly, selecting and proposing the next bid. Bayesian
learning [20] maps to a probability each possible hypothesis
about the opponent profile. The hypothesis can be the rankings
of the preferences for the issues of the opponent. It is timeconstrained agents, which means that based on the remaining
time of the negotiation session, this agent will act and be more
flexible.

0.19

0.11

0.18

0.22

0.30

In this scenario we assume that a customer is looking for a
provider who is capable of providing Storage As a Service,
with the criteria as shown in table 1. After finding providers
who are willing to provide offers matching the above criteria,
the customer will negotiate with them. However, each side
(provider and customer) have different preferences. For
example, the provider would like a customer requiring longterm facilities in one location with less Utilization. Afterwards
they need to negotiate. The negotiation will be closed in the
sense that there is uncertainty about the opponent’s
preferences. In this scenario, a customer and a provider,
negotiate over the specifications of Storage as a Service. There
are 5 issues: Availability Zone, Term, Back up, Data In, Data
out. In this scenario, each issue has 4 options, so there are
1027 possible outcomes for this negotiation.
It is essential to set up a deadline for the negotiation, as
without a deadline the negotiation might go on forever. The
effect of switching between time-based deadline and roundbased deadline will be investigated. Also, the effect of the
increase and the decrease of the deadline to the negotiation
outcome will be investigated. To investigate the effect of a
deadline to the negotiation outcomes, the same scenario was
ran with the same agents for three different times, and then the
outcomes were compared: first a very short time of 10
seconds; the second for 100 seconds and the last one for 1000

seconds. The same has been done with the round-based
protocol: first a very short time of 10 rounds; the second for
100 rounds, the third for 1000 rounds and the last one for
10000 rounds.
VI.

NEGOTIATION EXPERIMENTS OUTCOME:

In this section, the results will be discussed. The following
graph (Fig. 1) shows the results of performance (p) and fairness
(f) for agentfsega (FSEGA) , gahboninho (GAB) , hardheaded
(HH), imhaggler (IMH), tit for tat (TFT), wise h-t (W H-T)
when they will negotiate against each of the following agents;
Hardliner , Gahboninho, HardHeaded, Tit for Tat Agent and
IAMhaggler.

Figure 2 shows Wise H-T’s ability to end a negotiation with an
agreement in Pareto efficient frontier [22] around Nash Point
[23]; even though negotiation is with Hardheaded with the
short deadline of 10 seconds.
Figure 3 illustrates an example of negotiation between Wise-HT agent (A) and HardHeaded (B), highlighting among other
results all the possible bids, agent A bids, agent B bids and the
agreement.

A. Time-Based Deadline:

Fig.3. Wise H-T vs Hardheaded

VII. DISCUSSION
Fig. 1. Agents' Performance & Fairness for 10, 100 & 1000 Seconds

The blue bars show the 10 seconds negotiations outcomes and
red bars show the 100 seconds negotiations outcomes and
green bars show the 1000 seconds negotiations outcomes.
When the deadline is 10 seconds, Wise H-T agent was first for
performance. Gahboninho was first for the fairness. Wise H-T
agent is in second place for fairness. When the deadline is
changed to 100 and 1000 seconds, Tit for Tat Agent was in first
place for performance. Gahboninho was first for the fairness.
B. Round-Based Deadline

Fig.2. Agents' Performance & Fairness for 10, 100, 1000 & 10 000 Rounds

The blue bars show the 10 rounds negotiations outcomes and
red bars show the 100 rounds negotiations outcomes and green
bars show the 1000 rounds negotiations outcomes.
The purple bars show the 10000 rounds negotiations outcomes

A. Analysis
a) Time-Based Deadline:
The results show that Wise H-T is capable of doing well even
if the deadline is short. HardHeaded performed as well as the
Wise H-T for a deadline of either 100 or 1000 seconds.
Hardheaded was the most effective agent when the time
changed from 10 seconds to 100 or 1000 seconds. There is
only a slight difference in the performance of a IMhaggler
agent when the deadline was 100 seconds and 1000 seconds,
where the rest of the agents have achieved exactly the same
performance and fairness when the deadline was 100 or 1000
seconds.
b) Round-Based Deadline:
Overall, all the agents did better when deadlines were
increased. When the rounds were increased up to 100, Tit-forTat and Wise H-T had the best performance and HardHeaded
had the worst. Gahboninho had the best performance when the
deadline was 1000 rounds; second place was for Wise H-T.
For 10000 rounds, HardHeaded, Tit-for-Tat, AgentFSEGA
and Wise H-T got exactly the same results as for when the
deadline was 1000 rounds, but Wise H-T got the best results.
For fairness, AgentFSEGA’s result was 0 and the best result
was for the Wise H-T agent. When the deadline was 100
rounds, IAMhaggler2011 and Wise H-T did the best and
shared the first place, second placed agent was Gahboninho
and the final one was Tit-for-Tat. All agents did exactly the
same as they did when the deadline was 1000 or 10000.
AgentFSEGA did slightly better at a 10000 rounds than the

Wise H-T agent. After these investigations, the following
recommendations can be made.
B. Recommendations
a) Round-Based Deadline
There is a high cost in setting the deadline to a low number of
rounds such as 10 rounds or less, as most of the negotiation
sessions will end up with no agreement. The agents will do
slightly better if the deadline be increased to 100 rounds.
However, if the goal is to increase the overall fairness and
performance then it is recommended to increase the deadline
to 1000 rounds but not more than 1000, as it will not make any
difference to the outcomes of the negotiations.
b) Time-Based Deadline:
There is a correlation between the deadline round-based
protocol and the time-based protocol; it was found that when
the deadline was set up to 10 seconds the number of rounds
that each negotiation session took was between 2 and 2000.
When the deadline was set up to 100 seconds, each negotiation
session took between 4000 and 14000 rounds. However, when
the deadline was increased to 1000 seconds, the number of
rounds increased to be between 19000 and 23000.
Consequently, investigation shows that by increasing the
deadline to more than 10000 rounds or 100 seconds will not
improve the negotiation outcomes. So, it is not recommended
to increase the deadline to 100 seconds or more, as this will
not make any difference to the outcomes of the negotiations.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
This work focuses on how Rubinstein’s Alternating Offers
Protocol can be used for automated negotiation for Cloud
Computing. A framework is proposed for achieving automated
negotiation between providers and consumers in cloud
environments. The main novelty of the work is that the
framework is made especially for cloud computing by using
state-of-the-art automated negotiation algorithms/agents.
Also, at the same time it is flexible and open to new
algorithms/agents that might be developed in the future. The
related work has been classified into the following categories:
Negotiation Evolution, Negotiation frameworks and
Negotiation Support Systems (NSS), Negotiation algorithms
are discussed and the Negotiation experiments outcome is
analyzed. The effect of switching between time-based
deadline and round-based deadline was investigated. Also, the
effect of the increase and the decrease of the deadline to the
negotiation outcome investigated.
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